Introduction
Behaviorally relevant sensory signals are not constant in time but vary on many scales. A sudden or gradual change in the patterns of a visual scene or the precise time course of an acoustic communication signal contain information that is of most importance for an organism, not the mean illumination level or mean sound intensity. To process and interpret time-varying signals in a meaningful way, environmental signals have to be integrated over time. As a consequence, temporal relations between and within external stimuli cannot just be encoded in a one-to-one fashion by the nervous system. These observations trigger a general question: "How is time represented in the brain?"
Given the large variety and intriguing temporal complexity of many natural pattern sequences, sophisticated neural representations are likely to have been invented during the course of evolution. No simple, universal answer is therefore to be expected to the question posed above. Progress in the understanding of neural coding in the time domain may nevertheless be achieved if one concentrates on a more specific problem: "Which types of representations best support flexible and robust computations of temporal relations?"
Of particular importance are algorithms that are compatible with naturally occurring signal variations such as a change of the stimulus intensity or a change of the duration of all signal components, also known as "time warp". In the following, a collection of basic computing principles is presented. The focus is on algorithms which deal with sensory pattern sequences that vary over time scales from a few to a few hundred milliseconds.
Spatial representation of temporal sequences
Axonal, synaptic and dendritic delays provide an ideal neuronal substrate to integrate temporal information over short time scales (Caianiello 1961) , as is illustrated in Figure 1 .
Well known examples are time-comparison circuits (Jeffress 1948 ) that allow to compute the location of objects from binaural acoustic signals. This is of particular importance for animals hunting at night, such as barn owls Konishi 1988, Konishi 1991) . Similar circuits 2 are also used by electric fish , Heiligenberg 1991 , Konishi 1992 ) and constitute in their most simple form the central comparison unit of Reichardt-type velocity detectors (Reichardt 1965) .
Time lags may also play an important role in other neural systems. The striking geometric layout of the cerebellum -long parallel fibers intersecting the dendritic trees of Purkinje cells at a right angle -has been hypothesized to be a "clocking device in the millisecond range" (Braitenberg 1967) or to support resonant "tidal waves" (Braitenberg 1997 ) that are generated by external sensory inputs whose individual arrival times match the internal signal propagation along the parallel fibers.
In essence, fixed delay lines provide a means to map the temporal domain into a spatial dimension. Delay lines thus facilitate a broad variety of computations that involve comparisons between signals received at different times, spread out as much as the longest available transmission delay. One application is the associative recall of temporal sequences in neural networks with delayed feedback (Kleinfeld 1986 , Sompolinsky and Kanter 1986 , Amit 1988 , Riedel et al. 1988 ). In such networks, synaptic plasticity may be used to learn the time structure of a target sequence in a Hebbian manner (Herz et al. 1989) .
As an example, consider a model network with N graded-response neurons,
In this type of model, the membrane potential u i (t) of each neuron i follows a leaky-integrator dynamics with time constant τ RC . The neuron receives both a time-dependent external input signal I i (t) and delayed feedback from the other neurons, whose output activity is described by a short-time averaged firing rate that depends through the sigmoid nonlinearity g on the membrane potential. To include discrete axonal time lags as well continuous delay distributions due to synaptic transmission and dendritic integration processes, the coupling strength of a synapse from neuron j to neuron i is not simply a scalar variable T ij as in traditional auto-associative neural networks but is described by a function T ij (τ) whose argument denotes the time required by a signal to travel from neuron j to neuron i along the specific connection path. Within this class of model, the contribution from a single axonal delay τ a corresponds to a delta function T ij (τ) ~ δ (τ-τ a ), additional synaptic delays lead to a functional dependence such as Figure 1 . Schematic illustration of a neural network with a broad delay distribution. a) Input neurons (three are
shown as large ovals) are activated at different times by the target sequence. Action potentials travel along the axons (black lines) and reach synapses (small circles) at successive delay times τ. Hebbian plasticity as described by Equation (2) is based on the correlation of delayed presynaptic activity and present activity of postsynaptic neurons (two are shown) within a narrow time window (rectangle). Note that in this drawing, the horizontal axis represents time, not real space. Furthermore, the vertical direction has no physical meaning and only a small group of neurons is depicted. Finally, within a feedback network, every neuron would function both as pre-and postsynaptic unit. b) A subset of synapses has been strengthened during the learning process. When the system is presented with the target sequence during a recall phase, the very same delay lines are activated and trigger dendritic currents in postsynaptic neurons (only one is shown for simplicity). Nonzero synaptic connections T ij (τ) represent the network topology and overall delay structure. The particular synaptic strengths determine the network dynamics and thus the network´s computational capabilities. Hebb's postulate for synaptic plasticity (1949) provides an algorithm to store both static objects and temporal associations such as tunes and rhythms:
"When an axon of cell A is near enough to excite cell B and repeatedly or persistently takes part in firing it, some growth process or metabolic change takes place in one or both cells such that A's efficiency, as one of the cells firing B, is increased." Within the present framework, this postulate can be implemented by synaptic modifications of the type
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Here h i (t) denotes the total current driving neuron i, that is, the last two terms in equation (1).
The learning rule implies that synaptic coupling strengths change according to the correlations of the pre-and postsynaptic activity, as measured at the synaptic site (Herz et al. 1989 , Herz 1995 . For example, a synapse located at the end of a long axon (large transmission delay) encodes time-lagged correlations between pre-and postsynaptic activity, a synapse located near the presynaptic soma encodes correlations at approximately equal times. The first type of synapse therefore represents specific temporal features of the target sequence whereas the second type of synapse represents individual "snapshots" of the same sequence. In either case, synaptic strengths facilitate the storage and associative replay of temporal sequences by properly concentrating information in time, as shown in Figure 1 . Recent electrophysiological results by Markram et al. (1997) and Bi and Poo (1998) support the view that synaptic plasticity requires precisely timed pre-and postsynaptic activity.
As demonstrated by computer simulations (Herz et al. 1989 ) and analytical studies (Herz et al. 1991) , the learning rule (2) allows model networks to function as contentaddressable memories for spatio-temporal patterns. Perhaps surprisingly, broad unspecific delay distributions improve the associative capabilities as long as a sufficient number of connections are provided whose time lags exceed the typical transition time between successive patterns within one target sequence. Using the example of a cyclic sequence containing three patterns, this robustness with respect to details of the delay distribution is shown in Figure 2 .
Learning is successful if the structure of the learning task matches both the network architecture and the learning algorithm. In the present context, the task is to store spatiotemporal target objects, such as stationary patterns and temporal sequences. A successful internal representation of these objects is guaranteed by a broad distribution of time lags τ in conjunction with a high connectivity. The representation itself is accomplished by a Hebbian rule so that correlations of the target objects in both space (ij) and time (τ) are measured and stored. The dynamics of the neural network, operating with the very same delays is able to extract the spatio-temporal information encoded in the T ij (τ) . As a consequence of this "happy triadic relation" (Minsky 1986 ) between learning task, network architecture and learning rule, retrieval is extremely robust.
This robustness should be compared with the chaotic behavior typically exhibited by systems of nonlinear delay-differential equations (Mackey and Glass 1977 , Glass and Mackey 1988 , Riedel et al. 1988 ). The present networks are, however, endowed with a broad delay distribution where Hebbian learning automatically selects the connections most suitable to 5 stabilize the time course of a target sequence. In other words, Hebbian learning "tames"
otherwise chaotic systems such that they can operate as useful computational devices. zero imply that the current network state is uncorrelated with the target pattern. All delay distributions are discrete, with a spacing of 1/2 millisecond. To trigger the retrieval of the target sequence, the first pattern of the sequence is presented as external input I(t) to the system, between t = 15ms and t = 20ms, as is illustrated by the black horizontal bars. In a, all delays are shorter than the duration (5ms) of a static pattern within the target sequence. The first pattern is retrieved as shown by the transition of the network, but the desired target sequence is not triggered due to the lack of appropriately long delays. In b, additional delays destabilize the first pattern and a static mixture of the three patterns is reached, where the overlap with each pattern is approximately 1/2.
For larger maximal time lags (c and d), the entire target sequence is replayed and its period depends only marginally on the specific shape of the delay distribution. Note that a stable cycle can be produced even in the absence of synapses with short delays that would stabilize a single pattern (data not shown, but see Herz et al. 1989 ) if enough delays are provided that are longer than the duration of an elementary static pattern (Redrawn from Herz 1990).
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Firing neurons, derailed spike trains
To investigate the development of interaural-time-difference maps (Jeffress 1948 ) within a framework that is more realistic from a biophysical point of view, the approach presented in the last section has been extended with great success to model networks with integrate-andfire neurons . Integrate-and-fire neurons capture the essential dynamics of most biological neurons -integration of synaptic inputs and subsequent generation of action potentials. In particular, the time evolution of a (leaky) integrate-and-fire model neuron is described by equation (1) as long as the membrane potential u remains below a certain firing threshold θ. If, however, u reaches θ the neuron instantaneously generates an action potential or "spike" modeled as a δ-function and u is reset to some value u reset < θ.
Increasing the coupling strength of a synapse causes a shift of the spike times of the postsynaptic neuron. Within feedback networks, synaptic plasticity may therefore lead to large rearrangements of the temporal sequence of action potentials generated by a neuron; such a sequence is often also called a "spike train". If information is represented on the level of time-averaged firing rates, these rearrangements will in general not change the information conveyed by the spike train in a significant manner. If, on the other hand, information is encoded with high precision on the level of inter-spike intervals or individual spike times, synaptic plasticity may completely alter the information contained in a spike train. Unless carefully controlled, synaptic plasticity may therefore jeopardize the computational capabilities of a neural network by "derailing" spike trains.
Sequences of precisely timed spike patterns across many neurons, also known as "synfire chains" (Abeles 1982 , Abeles 1991 , have been suggested to play an important role for cortical information processing. Numerical simulations and theoretical investigations support the principal feasibility of this concept (see, for example, Diesmann et al. 1999 ).
There have also been numerous attempts to store target synfire chains as dynamical attractors of model networks with spiking neurons (see, for example, Hertz and Prugel-Bennett 1996) .
The limited success of these attempts is directly related to the difficulty to stabilize the desired "synfire chains" by a learning rule. Keeping the total synaptic input to a given neuron constant when changing individual synaptic strengths might be a key for solving this problem.
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Time warp and analog match
Combined with Hebbian learning schemes, a broad distribution of transmission delays can be used to "concentrate information in time" in that stimuli that were originally spread out over a large time interval are grouped together. This mechanism has also been implemented in several technical applications, such as artificial speech recognition (Unnikrishnan et al. 1992 ).
For acoustic communication systems, one natural limitation of these algorithms arises from the trial-to-trial variability of communication signals which is of particular importance for poikilothermic animals whose body temperature strongly fluctuates. For example, the length of single "syllables" of the mating songs of grasshoppers varies up to 300% as a function of the ambient temperature (von Helversen and von Helversen, 1994) . Large time warps are, however, also common in human speech where the duration of a word spoken by a given speaker may change by up to 100% depending on the specific circumstance (see, e.g., Unnikrishnan et al. 1992) . Psychophysical data show that in both systems, even such large variations are tolerated with ease by the receiver.
Time-warp-invariant sequence recognition is a major challenge for any recognition system based on fixed transmission delays: How should a neural system such as the feedback network described by equations (1) and (2) classify the two temporal sequences AAABBBCCCCCCDDD and ABCCD as "equal" (up to an overall threefold time warp) and yet discriminate the two sequences from a third sequence, for example ABBBBCDDDD? This task is a special case of the so-called "analog-match problem" -the task to recognize a multidimensional input vector (x 1 ,...,x N ) in a scale-invariant manner, or to put it differently: the task to classify all vectors (λx 1 ,...,λx N ) with λ ∈ R as equal. In our special case the analog vector to be recognized is the vector (T-t 1 , . .. ,T-t N ) of onset times of the elementary components of a target sequence, measured relative to the end point T of this sequence.
If the input vector (x 1 ,...,x N ) is constant or varies only slowly in time, the analog-match problem can be solved by using encoding neurons that receive an additional periodic subthreshold input whose strength and time course is tuned such that the n-th encoding cell generates its action potentials at a time log(x n ) before the next maximum of the underlying rhythm (Hopfield 1995) . In this scheme, the firing pattern of the N encoding neurons represents the analog input as a periodic activity pattern. Increasing the overall stimulus intensity by a factor λ results in a global time advance of the firing pattern by log(λ) without any changes of the relative firing times.
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To decode this distributed representation, the encoding neurons are connected with one or several read-out neurons. Each of the read-out neurons is programmed to function as a "grandmother neuron" and recognizes only one specific target pattern, for example the pattern (y 1 ,...,y N ). To do so, the connection between the n-th encoding neuron and the read-out neuron responsible for pattern (y 1 ,...,y N ) contains a time lag of length log(y n ) and the read-out neuron itself is a coincidence detector. If the sensory input vector is (y 1 ,...,y N ), spikes generated by the encoding neurons will converge at the same time at the read-out neuron and trigger a spike, signaling the successful recognition of the input pattern. Apart from changing the overall response time, multiplicative scale transformations x i → λ x i of the input pattern have no effect on the recognition event. By using a high firing threshold for the read-out neuron, only input patterns very similar to the target pattern are recognized, choosing a somewhat lower threshold allows the recognition of noisy and incomplete patterns albeit at the price of an increased probability of false alarms.
Based on this framework, the original time-warp problem may be solved if it can be rephrased as an analog-match problem. Neural responses that decay in time after a transient stimulus offer an ideal mechanism to achieve this goal. For example, the firing rate of an
adapting sensory neuron, say neuron i, that is triggered at time t i by the onset of a step input is a decaying analog variable r i (t) with stereotypical time course, r i (t)=f i (t-t i ) for t > t i . A
comparison of the present firing rate with the initial firing rate -at stimulus onset for on-cells and stimulus offset for off-cells -therefore provides a direct measure for the time elapsed since the triggering event. In general, the function f i will depend on stimulus intensity. For simplicity of the argument, we will mostly consider target sequences with fixed intensity, that is, we concentrate on symbolic sequences.
Readout I: Subthreshold oscillations and coincidence detection
To map the time-warp problem onto the analog-match problem, the decaying output activity r(t) of each sensory neuron is applied as an input for one encoding neuron of the type used for the analog-match problem. If the time course of the decaying firing rate of the sensory neurons and the shape of the subthreshold oscillation of the encoding neurons are properly matched, a situation can be achieved the i-th encoding neuron generates its action potentials at times log(t-t i ) before the next maximum of the subthreshold oscillation (for technical details, see Hopfield et al. 1998) .
Following a presentation of the target sequence, the relations between the components of the analog pattern (r 1 (t) , ... ,r N (t)) constantly change as time evolves -and cause 9 subsequent changes of the relative firing times of the encoding neurons. Around t=T,
however, the relative firing times of each of the encoding neurons approach the logarithm of the corresponding components of the target pattern, (log(T-t 1 ), ... , log(T-t N )). Provided that signals between the encoding neurons and the read-out neuron are delayed by τ i =log(T-t i )
, the spikes of all encoding neurons reach the read-out neuron at the same time and trigger a spike, as in the original analog-match problem. It follows that the recognition process is largely insensitive to global time warps (T-t i ) → λ (T-t i ) of the external stimulus (Hopfield 1996) .
In its basic form, this approach has two intrinsic constraints -(a) it does not tolerate intensity changes of the external stimulus and (b) a target sequence already stored cannot be extended by additional elements because all time intervals are measured and represented relative to the sequence's end. The first limitation can be overcome by using feature detectors for signal preprocessing (Hopfield et al. 1998) , the second problem can be solved by more elaborate hierarchical encoding schemes (Hopfield 1996) .
Readout II: Transient synchronization
Coupled integrate-and-fire neurons tend to synchronize if their firing rates are approximately equal (Gerstner et al. 1993, Tsodyks and Sompolinsky 1993) . In fact, synchronization is established very rapidly if the summed synaptic strengths of each neuron (as measured at its input side) are equal and if all neurons receive the same constant external input Hopfield 1995, Hopfield and Herz 1995) . Time-varying inputs will therefore cause transient synchronization if over some time interval, most inputs have about the same strength.
This input-dependent transient synchronization can be exploited to recognize temporal sequences independent of global time-warps Brody 2000 & 2001) . To do so, receptor neurons with a broad distribution of firing-rate decay times are connected one-to-one to neurons in a second network layer that is endowed with lateral feedback connections. As shown in Figure 3 for a target sequence with three patterns, the activities of the receptor neurons converge at some time T if one selects appropriately long decay times for cells encoding early components of the sequence and increasingly shorter decay times for cells encoding later components. The two circles in the figure illustrate that the choice of T is arbitrary as long as decay times can be found such that most or all input currents converge at one point in time. a) Input currents from a total of 3 * 6 receptor neurons that are activated at three different times (shown as large ovals) by the target sequence. The two circles denote points in time where three currents converge, one for each feature of the target sequence. The three currents of one such set are selected as inputs for three neurons in the second network layer that is endowed with feedback connections. Note that, unlike Figure 1 , the vertical direction has now a physical meaning. b) When the system is presented with the target sequence during a recall phase, the very same decaying currents are activated and trigger synchronous spikes in the feedback layer. Only one set of three selected currents is shown. c) If the input sequence is corrupted by small amounts of noise, the three currents do not converge exactly but the network still receives sufficient activation and correctly recognizes the sequence. d) At large noise levels or for non-target sequences, the selected currents do no longer converge. e)
If the target sequence is stretched or compressed in time, the three currents still converge: In contrast to fixed delays, firing-rate adaptation can be used to recognize temporal sequences independent of global time warp Multiple sequences can be embedded in the network structure if the crosstalk between different sequences is not too large. This can be achieved by balancing excitatory and 11 inhibitory connections within the set of neurons representing one sequence in the second layer. In this scenario, the firing rates of all neurons are primarily determined by the input currents from the receptor neurons, both before and after learning a new sequence, and thus cannot trigger oscillations that represent other pattern sequences. In essence, this recipe is reminiscent of learning rules in traditional firing-rate based attractor neural networks that aim to minimize interference effects due to non-orthogonal target patterns (see, for example, Hertz et al. 1991 ).
The basic scheme sketched above can be extended in several directions. Hopfield and Brody discuss two enhancements that allow (a) to cover sequences where the same symbol occurs multiple times within a target sequence and (b) to include inputs that provide evidence against a particular target sequence (Hopfield and Brody, 2001) . A further extension of the algorithm is suggested by hardware considerations: In networks with fixed delay times, a broad delay distribution can be achieved by using the multiple synapses of each neuron (Figure 1) . A broad distribution of decay times, however, requires one neuron for each current ( Figure 3 ) and is much more expensive. This problem can be overcome by utilizing synaptic depression and facilitation Tsodyks 1996, Abbott et al. 1997 ) and sensory neurons with or without decaying firing rates. Within this alternative scheme different decay times can be realized at different synapses of one neuron, in direct analogy to the different time lags of different synapses along one axon. Supported by suitable learning algorithms, each synapse might then operate as one elementary timing device.
Readout III: Shunting inhibition
Time-warp-invariant sequence recognition is a computational operation of utmost importance.
More complex signal processing tasks may require that temporal aspects of a stimulus such as its duration are held transiently in short-term memory. This raises the question how temporal aspects can be mapped into a non-temporal response dimension independent of stimulus intensity. Neural circuits with fixed delay lines and coincidence detectors (Reichardt 1965 , Braitenberg 1967 , Konishi 1992 In what follows, we briefly sketch this mechanism and discuss its scope and limitations. Consider, for simplicity, an isolated stimulus A that increases from zero to a constant intensity at time t on = 0 before it returns to zero at time t off = D. 
If the offset cell excites a read-out neuron which is also receiving shunting inhibition from the onset cell, the total input of the read-out neuron is essentially given by
where the parameter c measures the input resistance of the read-out neuron. For times t < D, the input vanishes, for t > D, it is given by
For strong shunting inhibition, that is for a >> c, the maximal activation of the read-out neuron becomes
The maximal activation thus encodes the stimulus duration D and does not depend on stimulus intensity since it only involves the ratio of a and b. Furthermore, the activation stays approximately constant at its maximal value for times t << τ log (a/c).
Equation (6) can be rewritten as
This form illustrates that varying the stimulus intensity (scaling both a and b) has only a single consequence for their combined effect x(t), namely a time shift of the response curve in proportion to the logarithm of the stimulus intensity. Shunting inhibition may thus be used to encode stimulus duration as response intensity and, vice versa, stimulus intensity as response duration. The latter property offers the additional feature that more salient, high-intensity signals remain available for longer periods of (processing) time. 
Conclusions
At first sight, transmission delays, input currents that decay in time, and synaptic short-time dynamics such as depression or facilitation might be regarded as a nuisance to associative neural computation. As the various examples summarized in Table 1 demonstrate, these biophysical processes do, however, support interesting calculations in the time domain that would otherwise require much more elaborate architectures and algorithms. In addition, the broad variety of dynamical processes sketched here also shows that there are many more possibilities to represent time in a neural system than just by itself.
The article focused on the learning and associative recognition of target sequences that represent sensory stimuli. Acoustic communication served as an example to illustrate that neural representations that are invariant with respect to naturally occurring signal variations are of particular biological significance. At higher levels of information processing, other aspects will also come into play. It might, for example, be advantageous to compress temporal sequences in time for further processing or permanent storage. Indeed, compressed neural activity patterns have been observed during sleep phases in the hippocampus (Skaggs et al. 1996) . In addition, spatial and movement-related information could be represented in the temporal domain, as by phase encoding (O'Keefe and Recce 1993). Time scales that are much longer than those considered in the present article could also involve various types of more traditional clock-counter and interval-timing representations (Gibbon 1977 , Meck 1983 , Killeen and Fetterman 1988 , Miall 1989 , Gallistel and Gibbon 2000 , Matell and Meck 2000 .
It is thus most likely that we have only begun to grasp the complexity of time representations in the brain. Further computing principles will be found that, like the ones already known, enable an organism to concentrate information over multiple time scales and for a whole range of different purposes. One general goal is probably common to all of these algorithms, independently of the specific modality or species considered: to predict the future from past experience and to facilitate appropriate behavioral actions -right on time.
